CROSSING GUARD

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: This is a responsible part-time position calling for the exercise of considerable vigilance to aid in protecting children going to and from school and to aid in protecting persons going to and from places of worship and for such purpose shall have power to control vehicular traffic. Work is performed independently with only occasional directions from a superior. Does related work as required.

TYPICAL WORK ACTIVITIES:
Assists children and other persons crossing streets;
Instructs children concerning proper place and precautions to be taken when crossing street;
May direct vehicular traffic.

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Good general intelligence; ability to be firm yet courteous with the public; ability to get along well with children; working knowledge of first aid methods; good powers of observation.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: There are no minimum requirements of training and experience.
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